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HE ORIGIN FOR THIS SPECIAL SESSION is the panel discussion that concluded the

annual meeting of the Society for the History of Authorship, Reading, and
Publishing (SHARP) in July 2006 at the National Library of the Netherlands in
The Hague. Titled “La Disparition du livre?: Google Book Search and the World of
Learning,” that panel gave representatives of several European and North American
universities, libraries, and publishers the opportunity to assess the implications of
Google Book Search for scholarly research. The panel included the associate director
of the Bodleian Library, Oxford University, who reported that the Bodleian was
committing a large portion of its rich nineteenth-century book collection to the GBS
project. A lively discussion among the panel members and members of the audience
welcomed the opportunities that such a project promised but also criticized
weaknesses in the quality of the metadata associated with it. (For the participants on
that panel see the SHARP 2006 conference program.)
Since that panel discussion in July 2006, Google, Microsoft, and the Internet Archive
have made countless facsimile books readily available online, and also made them
keyword-searchable. Millions more are forthcoming (though no longer from
Microsoft, which ended its Live Search Books Publisher Program in May 2008).
Most public discussion of this massive innovation has circled around questions of
copyright; relatively little attention has been given to how it changes the practice of
literary research. What difference does this new plenitude make? How trustworthy is
it? How does it affect pedagogy? What professional responsibility do expert
organizations like SHARP and the MLA have at this juncture? These are some of the
questions that will be explored in this special session.
Outlines of the three presentations follow, along with information about the
presenters:

AMANDA FRENCH
From Horse and Buggy to Hovercraft: My Research Before and After Google
Book Search
WHAT DIFFERENCE does this new plenitude make? All the
difference in the world, so long as, (1) you are doing historical
research with primary texts; and, (2) you are researching
something fairly specific and obscure, such as an unusual
name, phrase, word, or quotation. Google Book Search will
probably make little if any difference to those doing theory or
chiefly interpretive work, although even in those cases the
benefits of convenient access to secondary sources are not
insignificant. Google Book Search will probably prove most
valuable to scholars of the nineteenth century, since the
numerous books from that era are not restricted by copyright.
This presentation will be a case study of my historical
research on the critical history of the villanelle form, one
aspect of which was to track down the origin of the mistaken
claim that the villanelle originated in the Renaissance. I
undertook that research in 2004, before Google Book Search,
and I renewed it in 2008, after Google Book Search; in this
presentation I will compare the results of the two
efforts—results that favor the new approach.

¶ Amanda French, a recipient of the
Council on Library and Information
Postdoctoral Fellowship, has worked
on such digital humanities projects
as the Rossetti Archive and the North
Carolina Sociolinguistic Archive
and Analysis Project. She earned her
Ph.D. in English at the University of
Virginia in 2004. Her publications
include “A Strangely Useless Thing:
Iseult Gonne and Yeats,” Yeats Eliot
Review 19 (2002); “The First
Villanelle: A New Translation of Jean
Passerat’s ‘J’ay perdu ma tourterelle’
(1574),” Meridian 12 (2003);
“Edmund Gosse and the Stubborn
Villanelle Blunder, Victorian Poetry
48 (forthcoming, 2010); and several
articles on poetic forms for the fourth
edition of The Princeton Encyclopedia
of Poetry and Poetics (forthcoming).

LISA SPIRO
Dissertation 2.0: Remixing a Dissertation on American Literature as Work of
Digital Scholarship Using Google Books
I N 2002, I CO M PLETED a dissertation on bachelorhood in nineteenthcentury American literature the old-fashioned way, relying heavily on
printed books and articles, as well as archival materials and the occasional
web site. Five years later, I began a project to “remix” my dissertation as
a work of digital scholarship, using the Internet and computer-based tools
to collect, analyze, and disseminate research materials. In the first phase,
I investigated how many of the works I used in my dissertation are now
available through Google Books. I found that 97% of the public domain
books in my dissertation are in Google Books, most as full text. W hat are
the implications of having access to such a plenitude of primary source
materials? How trustworthy is Google Books?
As Paul Duguid and Robert Townsend have noted, the quality of
Google Books can be uneven. Metadata records omit crucial details, such
as the fact that the work is part of multi-volume series; and scans can be
poor, yielding skewed pages and even sometimes showing the fingers of
the scanning operators. However, as Dan Cohen and Patrick Leary have
argued, being able to search across such a vast collection of texts can
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¶ Lisa Spiro, director of the Digital
Media Center, Fondren Library, Rice
University, earned her Ph.D. in English
at the University of Virginia in 2002.
Her publications include “Reading with
a Tender Rapture: Reveries of a
Bachelor and the Rhetoric of Detached
Intimacy,” Book History 6 (2003);
“M arketing Marvel: Extending the Life
of a Scribner’s Bestseller,” Publishing
Research Quarterly 19 (2004); and,
with Jane Segal, “Scholars’ Usage of
Digital Archives in American
Literature,” Digital Americanists, a
collection of articles forthcoming from
University of Michigan Press. Since
November 2007 she has maintained the

transform scholarship, enabling, for instance, book historians to study
book advertisements, nineteenth-century library catalogs, multiple editions
of books, patterns of quotation and reuse (or plagiarism), and much more.
Now scholars are faced with the challenge of devising ways to plumb and
make use of this massive database.
As I move from collecting to analyzing research materials, I am using
O C R tools to extract the uncorrected full text from PD F files downloaded
from Google Books, and then employing text-analysis and visualization
tools to look for patterns, such as the frequency with which the term
“bachelor” is associated with sentiment, dreaming, and art. The wordfrequency lists I generate will also inform further searches in Google
Books and other full-text collections for other examples of bachelor
literature, as I experiment with “search recipes” and examine how the use
of particular terms and approaches yields different results. Drawing from
the extensive collections in Google Scholar, I hope to establish a
genealogy of bachelor literature, tracing how often, for example,
Washington Irving’s narrator Geoffrey Crayon is referenced in nineteenthcentury American literature.

informative blog Digital Scholarship in
the Humanities.

ELEANOR SHEVLIN
When Is a Book Not a Book?: Using Google Book Search
“But I didn’t even read the book. I saw the name on it. See, Gone
with the Wind. So I thought it was about airplanes. I’m building a
glider, but when I started to read it . . . cryin’ out loud, I’m an
athlete. I think they should name books so you know what you’re
getting.”
U TTERED BY A Y O UN G BO Y in a 1945 episode of CBS’s radio show
Suspense, this remark may seem far afield from our panel’s focus on
scanned books and the research process. Yet this boy’s words of
frustration and the story’s plot device, “The Library Book,” which doubles
as the episode’s title, raise several issues highly relevant to using Google
Book Search. In this episode Myrna Loy plays a librarian who becomes
involved in a kidnapping because a ransom note was constructed from
words cut from a library book.
Intent on discovering who vandalized the library’s copy of Gone with
the Wind, Loy interrogates past patrons including this young aeronautics
enthusiast. Topics such as proper naming (be it a text or a research tool)
in order to “know what you’re getting,” defaced books, words removed
from their original context, suspense, and kidnaping are key elements in
this CBS radio drama: they also bear on the latest chapter in literary
research practices that Google and other entities have engendered by
making keyword-searchable facsimiles of innumerable books available
online.
Forgoing for another talk the topic of Google Book and plagiarism, a
word whose etymological roots link it to kidnaping, this paper will address
expectations about Google Book Search in its present incarnation and the
effects these expectations have on using this tool. M uch of the
dissatisfaction surrounding Google Book Search has derived from notions
that this tool affords access to books that are essentially the same as their
printed counterparts on library shelves— with the added convenience of
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¶ An associate professor at W est
Chester University of Pennsylvania,
Eleanor F. Shevlin earned her Ph.D. in
English at University of
Maryland–College Park in 2000. She
participated in the Maryland Institute
for Technology in the Humanities
( M ITH ), and has also attended University
of Virginia’s Rare Book School (1994)
and the Center for Electronic Texts in
the Humanities at Princeton (1996). She
has received numerous research grants,
including a year-long, residential Kluge
Fellowship at the Library of Congress,
where she enlarged her familiarity with
Google Book Search. Her essays have
been published in such journals as
Modern Fiction Studies, Book History,
and Eighteenth-Century Fiction, and in
collections such as Women, Property,
and the Letters of the Law (University
of Toronto Press, 2004). W ith Sabrina
Alcorn Baron and Eric N. Lindquist she
edited Agent of Change: Print Culture
Studies after Elizabeth L. Eisenstein
(University of Massachu-setts Press,
2007). Professor Shevlin has been a
member of the executive committee of
SHARP since 2005. In 1999 she
co-founded the W ashington Area Group

being searchable and available online. If one has interpreted the tool’s title
“Google Book Search” to mean the opportunity to browse the shelves and
peruse individual volumes, one may well be dissatisfied with the results.
Yet the tool’s name also connotes the capability of searching within and
across books, and it is this mining of data that, I will argue, offers the most
benefits for researchers— notwithstanding ongoing problems with
metadata or bibliographic documentation, OCR -generated search errors,
and poorly scanned, damaged, and missing pages. Unlike Project Muse or
other databases, which are essentially delivery systems for texts that have
been originally published in hard copy, Google Book Search promotes a
symbiotic relationship between print and electronic realms. This mutually
dependent relationship is underscored by the problems in using this tool
that have often been noted.
The research process has often been likened to the suspense or
detective story, and detective stories have often incorporated new
technological advances into their plots. Using Google Book Search
advantageously depends on the sleuth’s investigative experience: that is,
the researcher’s specialized knowledge, familiarity with printed texts, and
understanding of bibliographic information as well as the idiosyncrasies
of Google Book Search as a search engine. Quality searches depend, in
part, on the keywords employed—on one’s skill in removing words from
their original context, deciphering their appearance in new contexts, and
reassembling evidence to make fresh connections. Foremost, perhaps, is
the need to recognize when a book is not a book, and a library not a
library. W e need to work with the creators of such tools, with librarians
and bibliographers, with scholarly societies such as M LA and SHARP , and
with our students, to make sure that we all “know what we’re getting”
when we see the name “Google Book Search.”

for Print Culture Studies, a lecture
series that meets monthly at the Library
of Congress during the academic year,
and has served for the past nine years as
its co-organizer.

¶ M ichael Hancher, professor of
English at the University of Minnesota,
is chair of this Special Session. He has
published many essays on British
Victorian writers and artists, as well as
articles on intention and interpretation,
speech- act theory, pragmatics, and the
law. His work on pictorial illustration
includes The Tenniel Illustrations to the
‘Alice’ Books and several studies of
illustrated dictionaries. Recent articles
include “Littera scripta manet:
Blackstone and Electronic Text,”
Studies in Bibliography 54 (2001); and
“Familiar Quotations,” Harvard Library
Bulletin n.s. 14 (2003). Forthcoming are
“Grafting A Christmas Carol,” SEL 48
(2008); and “Definition and Depiction,”
Word and Image 25 (2009). He
coordinated the SHARP annual
conference that met at the University of
Minnesota in July 2007.
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